Abstract: Over the past twenty years we have seen the emergence of an important phenomenon in the practice of modern regulation-cooperative bargaining between the regulator and the regulated over a "bundle" of seemingly unrelated issues. Because of the multiplicity of issues being adjudicated "simultaneously" materially affects the nature of the resulting bargains, the rise in cooperative bargaining reduces the likelihood that past regulatory action will produce useful legal precedents for regulated firms. Also, regulation "as practiced" now may allow an administrative agency to expand greatly its power beyond its statutory mandate via "voluntary" concessions by regulated firms that are only a part of a larger bargain across multiple issues (e.g., mergers and acquisitions, waiver requests, declaratory rulings). To examine this important phenomenon, we use the Federal Communications Commission ("FCC") as a case study (although we expect issue bundling occurs at other regulatory agencies as well). We begin by presenting evidence on issue bundling by the FCC in the form of consent decrees to settle outstanding enforcement actions that were entered into either during or immediately following merger approval windows. Next, we provide a series of case studies in which the Commission has engaged in "issue bundling" in the form of "voluntary" commitments in exchange for obtaining regulatory relief from the Commission. As we show, the concessions have little to do with the merits but were instead used by the Commission to achieve political outcomes that could not otherwise be legitimately achieved through generic, industry-wide rulemakings. We then turn to the game-theoretic analysis of issue bundling and discuss the basic theoretical results, as well as some caveats and possible extensions. Conclusions and policy considerations are at the end.
I. Introduction
There is a possibly apocryphal account of a conversation between an old, grizzled professional poker player and a young, inexperienced colleague that can be paraphrased as follows:
"So, young man, how many poker games do you think you will play in your life?" "Thousands I would think."
"No, actually you will only play in one game-it just lasts a lifetime."
The simple insight underlying this exchange has profound similarities to the nature of economic regulation: that is, given the pervasive nature of regulation over the U.S. economy, for the majority of important regulatory proceedings, a regulatory agency's decision-making regarding one particular issue inevitably takes place against a complex backdrop of other regulatory issues yet to be adjudicated. As a result, we see the emergence of an important phenomenon in the practice of modern regulation-i.e., the cooperative bargaining between the regulator and the regulated over a "bundle" of seemingly unrelated issues.
As we demonstrate below, because a regulated firm and its regulator are always engaged with each other, the multifaceted nature of the negotiation and litigation occurring between the two increases the complexity of their interactions while simultaneously providing additional avenues for agreement, compromise, and horse-trading. Intuition suggests that the multiplicity of issues being adjudicated "simultaneously" will materially affect the nature of the resulting bargains in particular cases. This conclusion, in turn, reduces the likelihood that past regulatory action will produce useful legal precedents for regulated firms because each regulatory action is a unique cooperative bargain under the particular facts and circumstances of that case. Also, regulation "as practiced" now may allow an administrative agency to expand greatly its power beyond its statutory mandate via "voluntary" concessions by regulated firms that are only a part of a larger bargain across multiple issues (e.g., mergers and acquisitions, waiver requests and the like). These "voluntary" concessions are fully enforceable by the agency, but not practically appealable for court review by the regulated firm, thereby having the potential to unshackle the regulatory agency from its statutory chains.
In the regulatory sphere, in which negotiation is ubiquitous and legal precedents are important inputs to regulated firm decision-making, the cooperative bargaining between the regulator and the regulated over a bundle of issues-especially when it is unofficial and informal-is a practice of great significance. What, though, are the consequences of such bundling of issues? It seems inevitable that this issue bundling will occur, since both the regulatory authority and the firms it regulates will always look to the totality of their circumstances, regardless of the theoretical legal isolation of the issues involved. Is "issue bundling" likely to improve regulatory performance, or should one expect the results to be more nuanced and unpredictable? Such questions are the focus of this PAPER.
To examine this important question, we use the Federal Communications Commission ("FCC") as a case study, although we expect issue bundling occurs at other regulatory agencies as well. 1 The FCC's authority over the companies under its jurisdiction encompasses price and quality regulation, merger review, license transfers, enforcement, subsidization programs, spectrum auction design, investment decisions, among a wide range of other subjects. While issue bundling at the FCC generally takes place whenever a regulated firm seeks favor from the regulator (e.g., waiver requests, petitions for declaratory orders, etc.), perhaps nowhere are the consequences of this mixing of matters more manifest today than in the FCC's merger review process.
Under the plain terms of the Communications Act, the agency is obligated to review industry mergers and acquisitions to determine whether such transactions serve the public interest. If the agency finds a specific mergerrelated harm, then it has the authority to impose a narrowly-tailored set of requirements before allowing the transaction. Given that the FCC is "entrusted with the responsibility to determine when and to what extent the public interest 1 C.f. R. Knutson, FCC Could Use Merger Concessions to Advance Policy Goals, WALL STREET JOURNAL (May 27, 2014) (reporting that "Regulators have used mergers as a way to push policy goals in the past. Electricity regulators used conditions on deals to help reshape the power market last decade, and national security officials have used merger approval to gain access to telecom networks and block use of Chinese network equipment.") (available at: http://www.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702303903304579587110962186316?mod=_ne wsreel_2); L. Downes, Will California Regulators Overstep on the Comcast-Time Warner Cable Merger?, CNET (April 13, 2015 ) (available at: http://www.cnet.com/news/will-california-regulatorsoverstep-on-the-comcast-time-warner-cable-merger). Legal and Economic Public Policy Studies www.phoenix-center.org would be served by competition in the industry" 2 the Commission's merger review serves a useful and important function. 3 However, over the past two decades, the Commission's merger review process, being far more active since the Telecommunications Act of 1996, has come under increasing scrutiny due to the agency's frequent use of "voluntary commitments" and merger conditions to achieve concessions from the merging parties that the agency might have (or have not) otherwise achieved through industry-wide rulemakings. Much of this criticism stems from the opinion that many of the concessions extracted by the agency had little or no nexus to any merger-related harm, with many appearing to be clearly aimed at placating various political interests. These politically-motivated merger commitments are not the end of the story, however. A review of recent, large-scale transactions reveals a striking coincidence between consent decree settlements of pending enforcement investigations and complaints during and around mergers. Such settlements during and around the merger review window suggest that these consent decrees are cooperative bargains to "clear the decks" of outstanding dockets or, in some cases, to foreclose effective judicial appeal of others in exchange for regulatory relief. In either case, by bundling "voluntary" agreements with the agency's merger authority, the merging parties have no legal recourse (i.e., they have "voluntarily" agreed to the terms) thereby permitting the agency to operate outside the authority granted by Congress.
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To provide some context, we present a number of instances of "issue bundling" by the FCC over the past two decades. Our examples are not selected randomly and are, admittedly, designed to be both informative and provocative. We also focus on recent examples, but make no claim that cases of issue bundling are not to be found deep in the agency's history. Next, we offer a preliminary theoretical analysis of the implications of the bundling of "unrelated" regulatory matters into a single "process." In this context, we wish to compare the outcomes and welfare results that arise when these issues are resolved in isolation, versus when they are bundled into a single bargaining problem. We consider the case of two agents-a public regulatory authority and a private regulated firm-who reach bargaining agreements on two otherwise unrelated 2 See United States v. FCC, 652 F.2d 72, 88 (D.C. Cir. 1980) . 3 For a thorough examination of the bounds of the FCC's merger review authority, see T.M. Koutsky and L.J. Spiwak, Separating Politics from Policy in FCC Merger Reviews: A Basic Legal Primer of The "Public Interest" Standard, 18 COMMLAW CONSPECTUS 329 (2010) (available at: http://phoenixcenter.org/papers/CommLawConspectusMergerStandard.pdf).
issues. As we will show, even in a very stylized version of this model, interesting conclusions regarding the consequences of issue bundling, and the desire for or opposition to issue bundling by the parties, are available. Importantly, our approach is very different than the standard, non-cooperative methods for analyzing regulation in which regulators "command and control" the regulated firms. 4 We believe the modern regulatory record, at least at the FCC, shows the importance of cooperative scenarios in the regulatory process. In fact, bargaining in the regulatory sphere is increasing in importance and this development may be among the most important innovations in regulation in many years.
Despite the preliminary nature of our analysis, the following conclusions are clear and are quite likely to survive considerable generalization of the underlying model structure. First, it does indeed matter, for both agent welfare and resolution of the underlying conflicts, whether the bargain is over an individual issue or over a bundle of issues. Under plausible conditions, we find that the regulated firm is likely to want issues adjudicated separately, while the regulator is likely to want them to be bundled together. 5 By bundling issues, the regulator's interest in a politically-relevant outcome in one area is allowed to "spill over" into other regulated areas where politics are less relevant. Depending on the nature of the agreements, issue bundling may expand the agency's effective authority beyond that intended by Congress. 6 We believe a number of our case studies point to such instances. 4 In most cases, economic analyses of regulation have been modeled either as decision problems (e.g., peak-load pricing) or as non-cooperative games. Thus, outside of the cooperative analysis of cost-sharing games (e.g., cost-game cores, natural monopoly, and cross-subsidy), application of a cooperative scenario (bargaining) is non-standard. 5 We note, however, that one can easily reverse this conclusion through manipulation of the payoff functions. Further, because we impose the Nash bargaining axioms on our solutions, all outcomes are necessarily Pareto optimal, and no problem of naked inefficiency arises. We provide a summary description of cases where efficiency is implicated by bundling. Second, from the policy point-of-view, our analysis provides a warning: In general, legislatures express their will as to regulatory outcomes in somewhat non-specific ways. However, practical implementation of regulation requires a far more specific expression of what is regarded as compliant, and what is not. For example, the issue of forbearance from price regulation is intimately connected to a notion of sufficient competition: price regulation will be relaxed when market competition is suitably robust so the resulting prices will remain "just and reasonable." 7 For a particular firm considering a merger or the like, an intelligible definition of what constitutes "sufficient competition" is quite important. 8 Since the law is often vague, firms look to the regulatory history: what levels of competition have been seen as sufficient in the past? However, if the record reflects a sequence of bundled agreements, of which forbearance in one market is but a component, then the record will be no good guide to the likely regulatory reaction when the issue is presented in isolation. Thus, the bundling of issues makes the agency's issue-specific precedent much less informative. In fact, bundling issues may largely obliterate the relevance of precedent in regulatory rulemakings, a consequence that will lead to great uncertainty for regulated firms about the likely regulatory responses to petitions and other matters and, in turn, alter the nature and flow of mergers and transactions and increase the risk of investments in infrastructure. 9 Third, issue bundling allows an administrative agency to achieve outcomes that the agency lacks a direct statutory mandate to carry out. We present a 7
For an examination of the FCC's forbearance authority, see G.S. Ford 
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Phoenix Center for Advanced Legal and Economic Public Policy Studies www.phoenix-center.org number of examples showing how the bundling of issues by the FCC has permitted it to control the conduct of firms in ways that push at (and sometimes go beyond) the boundaries of its delineated authority as set forth in the Communications Act. 10 Fourth, our paper sketches out a new approach to the economic analysis of regulation suitable for modern times (and perhaps historical times as well). Traditionally, the economic study of regulation assumes a powerful public authority polices misconduct by passive private agents (the "command and control" or "Principal-Agent" approach) or that the regulator is merely a passive agent of the powerful regulated firm ("Capture Theory"). Recent U.S. regulatory practice reveals the growing incidence of negotiated resolutions of multiple regulatory issues, clearly demonstrating, in contrast to these earlier approaches to modeling regulation, that neither the regulator nor the regulated are powerless or passive, but that both have power (even if unequal). Thus, we model the regulatory process as one of cooperative bargaining between the regulated firm and the public authority. This paper is organized as follows. Section II provides context by presenting evidence on issue bundling by the FCC, including the rising role played by voluntary merger commitments, enforcement actions in the form of consent decrees, and other ancillary agreements. In Section III, we provide a series of case studies in which the Commission has engaged in "issue bundling." In Section IV, we turn to the theoretical analysis of issue bundling and discuss the basic theoretical results, as well as some caveats and possible extensions. Section V provides conclusions and policy considerations.
II. Background: Regulation and Issue Bundling
As noted above, given the repeated engagement between the regulated firm and its regulator, issue bundling is almost always a potential mode of regulation. Issue bundling has no doubt been around since the FCC's inception, but we believe it has increased dramatically in recent years due to the expansion of competition in the communications industry and the 1996 Telecommunications 10 The Commission's actions in this regard have not gone unnoticed. Indeed, some Members of Congress have attempted to introduce legislation that would refocus and limit the FCC's ability to impose conditions only upon a specific finding of a "merger related" harm. For a full discussion, see L.J. Spiwak, Curbing the FCC's Ability to Impose "Voluntary" Merger Commitments, @LAWANDECONOMICS BLOG (March 6, 2012 ) (available at: http://phoenixcenter.org/blog/archives/490). Legal and Economic Public Policy Studies www.phoenix-center.org Act's more permissive stance on industry consolidation. Indeed, nowhere are the consequences of this mixing of matters more conspicuous than in the FCC's merger review process. As part of its statutory mandate under the Communications Act, the Commission has the authority-and the obligation-to review industry mergers. For example, under Section 214(a), "No carrier . . . shall acquire or operate any line" without first obtaining from the Commission a certificate of public convenience and necessity.
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Similarly, pursuant to Section 310(d), the Commission must find that any transfer of a license serves the public interest, convenience, and necessity.
12
Significantly, the Communications Act gives the FCC the authority to impose conditions on transactions so long as those conditions are designed to remedy a specific, merger-related harm. '" 15 Despite this established case law, beginning with the merger of Bell Atlantic and NYNEX in 1997, the FCC requires applicants to demonstrate that their merger will "enhance competition"-a vague standard that no one has challenged in court to date. 16 As a result, as part of its merger review process, the FCC now Id. § 310(d).
13
Id. § 214(c).
14 Id. at § 303(r) (emphasis added). 15 See, e.g., SBC Communications v. FCC, 56 F.3d 1484 , 1491 (D.C. Cir. 1995 routinely expects the merging firms to proffer various "voluntary commitments" as part of the transaction-many of them wholly-unrelated to the competitive issues at hand-to sweeten the deal for regulators and public-interest groups. In fact, it appears that such "voluntary" commitments are now boilerplate in any major transaction at the FCC, as evidenced by such concessions being included many public interest statements for mergers even before the pleading cycle is established.
As Koutsky and Spiwak (2010) observed, there are many problems with this growing trend. First, the agency is arguably using "voluntary commitments" to achieve concessions from the merging parties that the agency should have otherwise achieved through industry-wide rulemakings. In so doing, such commitments fail to provide industry-wide solutions to industry-wide problems. Second, "voluntary commitments" may impose, even if informally, regulations on the entire industry, thus raising significant due process concerns because the drafting and adoption of "voluntary commitments" often occurs in backroom negotiations between the FCC and the merging entities with very little opportunity for public input and review. 17 Third, because "voluntary commitments" are essentially a "contract" between the merged entity and the government, not only does the merged entity waive any right of legal appeal to challenge the Commissions disposition of the merger in court, but any subsequent "breach" of this contract subjects the merged entity to enforcement action (along with potential penalties) by the FCC. 18 In effect, merger conditions may easily permit the FCC to operate outside its legal authority without challenge and, by bundling such regulatory actions to high-valued mergers, the agency does so with consent of the regulated firm. The agency's apparently opportunistic use of its power to extract concessions during high-value mergers appears not limited to the more explicit "voluntary commitments." There is, for example, a striking coincidence of settlements of ongoing enforcement actions by consent decree in and around the FCC's merger review process. Settlement of open issues is not uncommon, as sometimes it just doesn't pay to fight City Hall. As the Supreme Court recognized in U. S. v See, e.g., In re Comcast Corporation, DA 12-953, 27 FCC Rcd 6983, ORDER (rel. June 27, 2012) . Legal and Economic Public Policy Studies www.phoenix-center.org motivated by threatened or pending litigation…." 19 The danger, however, is that by bundling enforcement matters with mergers, the agency again uses its enhanced bargaining power to curtail a regulated entity's due process right to fight what they may genuinely believe to be a baseless charge. In Table 1 , we list twenty-six of the largest telecommunications mergers and acquisitions reviewed by the FCC over the past ten years. 20 For all but six, one or more of the merging firms was party to a settlement with the Commission on an enforcement issue during (or within two months of) the merger review window.
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U. S. v. ITT Continental Bakery Co., 420 U.S. 223, 237 fn. 10 (1975). 20 Data are from the FCC's Electronic Document Management System ("EDOCs"; https://apps.fcc.gov/edocs_public/edocsLink.do?mode=basic&type=n) and its merger webpage (http://www.fcc.gov/mergers).
As shown in the table, the six transactions without a consent decree typically involve firms like Sprint and T-Mobile with smaller market shares in their respective sectors.
These data show that in three-fourths of the largest telecommunications mergers we find a consent decree. While these data do not have a causal interpretation, they are consistent with the practice, using industry lingo, of "clearing the decks" of unresolved matters before the Commission by firms engaged in a merger or acquisition. 21 (The presence of the "clearing the decks" lingo in the industry does seem to infer some causal nexus.) Also, in some cases (e.g., the XM/Sirius and Univision mergers discussed below), consent decrees are explicitly appended to merger approvals. Table 2 shows that the Consent Decree is a somewhat modern development in FCC enforcement. Prior to 2000, the number of Consent Decrees was in the single digits per year with Notices of Apparent Liabilities ("NALs") around 100 per year. Consent Decrees as a share of enforcement actions would remain at or below 10% for a decade after the 1996 Telecommunications Act. In 2008 pattern of enforcement actions at the agency changed with the numbers and share of Consent Decrees rising quickly. In 2010, the FCC issued 282 Consent Decrees, a number which exceeded the 272 NALs that same year. After the spike of 21 As detailed in the following case studies, the appearance of consent decrees in and around mergers and acquisitions also affects broadcasters.
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Consent Decree activity in 2008-2011, Consent Decree use has fallen off to about 50 per year but still constitutes nearly 20% of enforcement activity per year.
Consequently, the Commission's increasing use of merger proceedings either to extract "voluntary commitments" or to "clear the decks" of pending enforcement actions grants the Commission vast power for which there is no check or balance. 22 As Judge Frank Easterbrook observed over thirty years ago:
Often an agency with the power to deny an application (say, a request to commence service) or to delay the grant of the application will grant approval only if the regulated firm agrees to conditions. The agency may use this power to obtain adherence to rules that it could not require by invoking statutory authority. The conditioning power is limited, of course, by private responses to the ultimatums-firms will not agree to conditions more onerous than the losses they would suffer from the agency's pursuit of the options expressly granted by the statute. The firm will accept the conditions only when they make both it and the agency (representing the public or some other constituency) better off. Still, though, the agency's options often are potent, and the grant of an application on condition may greatly increase the span of the agency's control. 23 Easterbrook's comment was prescient and may be said to underlie much of our analysis. Our theory will treat modern regulation as a cooperative bargaining game ("make both it and the agency better off") across a bundle of issues ("will grant approval only if the regulated firm agrees to conditions"), demonstrating the potential for such bundling to "increase the span of the agency's control."
In the following section, we present nine case studies of issue bundling by the Commission. Such bundling is generally manifested in the form of voluntary commitments, merger commitments and consent decrees. In most cases, the "voluntary commitments" involve promised activities by the merging parties that the Commission probably would have no authority to mandate if the issue were treated alone. Many of the commitments are likewise blatantly political in 22 See, e.g., Frank Easterbrook, The Supreme Court, 1983 Term-Foreword: The Court and the Economic System, 98 HARVARD LAW REVIEW 4, 39 (1984) . [Number 49 Phoenix Center for Advanced Legal and Economic Public Policy Studies www.phoenix-center.org nature. 24 While most of these examples are from cases involving mergers and acquisitions, we provide examples outside of merger activity-e.g., the first in our list-to illustrate the breadth of the issue. It appears from these examples that the bundling of issues has greatly expanded the authority of the agency and contributed to the expanded politicization of the Commission's actions.
III. Case Studies
In the following case studies we discuss some, but certainly not all, of the voluntary conditions and consent decrees arising during regulatory proceedings and recent merger and acquisition activity at the FCC. Our chosen examples are intended to be neither exhaustive nor randomly selected, but rather illustrative of a pattern of behavior which indicates that in order to obtain the regulatory relief sought, the regulated entity was willing to enter into a cooperative bargain with the regulator. In many of these examples, a reasonable argument could be made that the agency has pushed the bounds of its authority, if not exceeded its authority. We note, however, that we have no formal insight into the backroom negotiations that produced these outcomes, though perhaps this caveat says as much about the process as the outcomes themselves. Inside knowledge about the consent decrees might indicate that some of these examples merely reflect a coincidence, though we have been careful to focus on what appears to be clear examples of issue bundling. Furthermore, we do not pass judgment on these particular outcomes or programs other than perhaps in noting that in some cases the activity seems well outside the statutory authority of the agency, a judgment mostly impossible to support with judicial decisions since merger commitments, voluntary or otherwise, cannot be litigated.
A. AT&T Non-Dominant Petition "Low Income" And "Low Volume" Voluntary Commitments
Our legal research indicates that one of the Commission's first uses of "voluntary" commitments in a regulatory proceeding did not come in the context of a merger review, but rather when AT&T petitioned the Commission to be reclassified as a "non-dominant" carrier for retail long-distance service in the mid-1990s. 25 Other long distance carriers were already classified as non-24 C.f. Becker, supra n. 6.
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In re Motion of AT& T Corp. to be Reclassified as a Non-Dominant Carrier, FCC 95-427, 11 FCC Rcd 3271, Order (rel. October 23, 1995 dominant, and competition in the industry was certainly workable. AT&T's dominant status subjected the company to more intense regulation than that faced by its rivals; its petition for non-dominance aimed to level the playing field and eliminate regulatory asymmetry.
By the Commission's own admission, asymmetrical dominant carrier regulation made absolutely no sense in a competitive environment:
The cost of dominant carrier regulation of AT&T in this context includes inhibiting AT&T from quickly introducing new services and from quickly responding to new offerings by its rivals. This occurs because of the longer tariff notice requirements imposed on AT&T, which allow AT&T's competitors to respond to AT&T tariff filings covering new services and promotions even before AT&T's tariffs become effective. The longer notice requirements imposed on AT&T thus also reduce the incentive for AT&T to initiate price reductions. In addition, to the extent AT&T were to initiate such strategies, AT&T's competitors could use the regulatory process to delay, and consequently, ultimately thwart AT&T's strategies. Furthermore, such regulation imposes compliance costs on AT&T and administrative costs on the Commission. 26 Notwithstanding this concession of the merits, it appears the Commission encouraged (though the next quote, infra, suggests demanded may be more appropriate), and AT&T agreed to provide, certain "voluntary" commitments designed to protect both "low income" and "low volume" consumers in the event of a rate hike: in effect, rate regulation by contract. 27 The use of voluntary commitments was novel twenty years ago, so it is interesting to note how both the regulatory agency and the regulated entity described the bargain. On the one hand, the Commission in the Order notes that:
AT&T filed an ex parte letter in which AT&T specifies certain actions that it voluntarily commits to undertake to address concerns raised in the record regarding the effects of reclassifying AT&T. AT&T maintains in its letter that these concerns are
26
AT&T id. at ¶ 27. 27 Id. at Appendix C. [Number 49 Phoenix Center for Advanced Legal and Economic Public Policy Studies www.phoenix-center.org "misplaced" because "for the most part" they "have no logical connection to AT&T's regulatory classification," and, insofar as they implicate important policy issues, "they apply with equal force to all interexchange carriers and have nothing to do with market power." Nevertheless, AT&T sets forth in the letter various voluntary commitments, which it describes as "transitional provisions," that are intended to allay these concerns, pending the Commission's review of its current scheme for regulating interexchange carriers. In that regard, AT&T renews its request that the Commission commence an examination of the interexchange industry "to consider whether appropriate rules for all carriers should be adopted." 28
And on the other hand, while the Commission went out of its way to note specifically that its "determination [with respect to dominance] is not based upon the voluntary commitments offered by AT&T … but on the economic information in this record regarding AT&T's position in the overall relevant market," the Commission then went on to hold that it was nonetheless accepting "all of AT&T's commitments, and order[ing] AT&T's compliance with those commitments." 29 Adding to the gravity of the moment, the Commission also specifically noted that "AT&T's failure to comply with its commitments may result in the imposition of fines or forfeitures upon AT&T (pursuant to Section 503(b) of the Act) or a revocation of its radio licenses (pursuant to Sections 312(a) of the Act)" and that the agency would "reject as unreasonable on its face any tariff filing that contravenes AT&T's commitments. "30 This example is a very clear case of the Commission bundling independent issues. By the agency's own admission, the voluntary commitments were not probative to the question of dominance but they were nevertheless part of the grand bargain. Also, the commitments were plainly aimed at placating particular interest groups. Finally, it is not clear that the agency had the authority to impose such requirements directly, but given AT&T's "voluntary" commitment the company was in no position to test the legality of the content of the commitments. Id. at ¶ 17.
29
Id. at ¶ 37 (emphasis supplied and citations omitted). 
Id.
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B. Madison River Consent Decree
In 2005, the FCC entered into a consent decree with Madison River Telephone Company to settle a pending investigation in which Madison River was found to have blocked ports for Voice over Internet Protocol ("VoIP") applications. While admitting no wrongdoing, Madison River agreed both to stop blocking VoIP ports going forward and to make a "voluntary payment to the United States Treasury" in the amount of $15,000. 31 The Madison River settlement was widely applauded because it marked the first time the Commission took an affirmative enforcement action to ensure an "Open Internet." 32
As is often the case, there appears to be more to this story. For the Commission, settling this case was a prudent legal strategy because it postponed having a reviewing court rule on the bounds of the FCC's authority over Title I information services-a question which was very much unsettled at the time. 33 For Madison River, entering into this settlement was not very costly (only $15,000) and could have generated goodwill with the Commission for its pending acquisition of two local exchanges from BellSouth as well as its petition for waiver of the study area boundary freeze contained in The Commission has articulated no formal linkage between the acquisitions and the consent decree. Still, this evidence is strongly consistent with the concepts of "issue bundling" and "clearing the decks." While the timing is certainly impeccable, the evidence is nevertheless circumstantial and must be combined with other facts to draw any conclusion.
C. AT&T/BellSouth "Voluntary" Merger Commitments to Provide an Introductory Low Cost Broadband Product, to Repatriate Jobs, and to Waive Forbearance Rights
In 2007, the FCC approved the merger of AT&T (formally SBC) and BellSouth. 36 While the Order contained a large number and wide variety of "voluntary commitments," three in particular for purposes of our discussion stand out.
Low Cost Broadband Offering
Within six months of closing the merger, AT&T committed to sell a retail DSL service at a speed of up to 768 kps to new customers in their service territory for $10 a month for at least thirty (30) months. 37 Putting aside the low connection speed for the moment (it was 2007 after all), there are two points which we should observe about this "voluntary" commitment. First, offering a product ostensibly designed to increase broadband adoption, while certainly a worthy social goal, does nothing to remedy a merger-related harm. Indeed, the merged entity could have easily offered such a product but-for the merger, and $10 was well below the market price for broadband. Second, the FCC has, to date, never formally regulated the retail price of broadband. However, by accepting a "voluntary" commitment which establishes the specific price for a specific product offering, the FCC used a merger proceeding to impose a form of de facto retail price regulation.
Job Repatriation
In another "voluntary" commitment, AT&T agreed to repatriate 3,000 jobs that had been outsourced by BellSouth within one year of closing the merger. As an additional "feel good" measure, AT&T agreed to repatriate at least 200 of these jobs to New Orleans, which had just been battered by Hurricane Katrina. 38 While increasing employment is a perennial bi-partisan political priority, it seems clear that job repatriation does not address a merger-related harm. Moreover, there is a serious legal problem with the commitment: under the United States Supreme Court's ruling in NAACP v. Federal Power Commission, because neither Section 214 nor Section 310 specifically mentions employee job concerns, the FCC is prohibited from considering employment effects of telecommunications mergers under the "public interest" standard. 39 As the Court observed, "the use of the words 'public interest' in a regulatory statute is not a broad license to promote the general public welfare." 40 Job concerns are therefore well outside the agency's merger-review authority, but AT&T was not in a position to challenge the legality of the action. As such, this case provides a good example of a potential abuse of such authority-engaging in activity well beyond that authorized by Congress-that may arise when a regulator bundles issues.
Waiver of Right to Seek Forbearance of Residual Unbundling Obligations
In the last "voluntary" commitment of note, AT&T agreed not to file a petition for forbearance under Section 10 of any residual unbundling obligations provided under section 251(c)(3) of the Telecommunications Act. As an added measure, AT&T also agreed not to give effect to any forbearance ruling obtained by a third party for the forty-two months the merger commitments remained in effect. 41 Again, while it is unclear how this particular "voluntary" commitment is Id. at 669-70.
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AT&T/BellSouth Merger Order, Appendix F, supra n. 36. [Number 49 Phoenix Center for Advanced Legal and Economic Public Policy Studies www.phoenix-center.org designed to remedy a specific merger-related harm, it is readily apparent that the FCC has successfully used a "voluntary" merger commitment to force a regulated firm to waive an important legal option (i.e., the right to petition for forbearance) available to it under the Communications Act.
D. Comcast/NBCUniversal "Voluntary" Merger Commitment to Implement "Internet Essentials" Broadband Adoption Program
Over the past decade, great effort and resources have been dedicated towards increasing broadband adoption in the United States. One of the most successful programs has been Comcast's "Internet Essentials" initiative. Under this program, Comcast provides both a $9.95 a month Internet service along with a low-cost computer to those families with at least one child eligible for the National School Lunch Program. 42 There can be no doubt that this program has been very successful. Comcast has invested over $200 million into Internet Essentials and, to date, the program has connected more than 1.4 million lowincome Americans, or more than 350,000 families, to home Internet and digital literacy training (about $570 per connection). 43 In contrast, the roughly $3 billion allocated to broadband expansion by the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act ("ARRA") has connected a claimed 730,000 subscribers (about $4,000 per connection), a subscriber figure that is likely exaggerated and, according to the Government Accountability Office, is based on questionable accounting. 44 However, as reported by the WASHINGTON POST, Comcast had originally planned to launch this program in 2009, but Comcast Senior Vice President David Cohen told his staff to wait because he believed that such a program would be a useful for bargaining with the FCC over its proposed takeover of NBCUniversal. Indeed, according to a quote attributed to Mr. Cohen, "I held back because I knew it may be the type of voluntary commitment that would be Mr. Cohen was proven correct. While a commitment to increase broadband adoption clearly had no nexus to any merger-related harm involving the acquisition of a content company by a broadband service provider, not only was Comcast's voluntary commitment to initiate its "Interest Essentials" program a cited factor in the Commission's ultimate positive disposition of the merger application, 47 but one year later then-Chairman Julius Genachowski publicly praised this program as "the best in public-private partnerships to address pressing national issues. In this case, the digital divide." 48 The depiction of the relationship between the regulator and the regulated as a "public-private partnership" does much to support our treatment of modern regulation as a cooperative bargaining game. Verizon) signed off on the end result and effectively agreed not to challenge the rules in court, 51 Comcast-which was in the final stages of getting the FCC to approve its acquisition of NBCUniversal-went one step further: As a "voluntary" merger commitment, not only did Comcast redundantly agree to "comply with all relevant FCC rules," but Comcast also affirmatively agreed that "in the event of any judicial challenge affecting [the just-promulgated 2010 Open Internet Rules], Comcast-NBCU's voluntary commitments concerning adherence to those rules will be in effect." 52 So, even if a reviewing court determines the FCC has acted outside its authority, Comcast remains bound by the agency's over-reach.
The Commission was pleased with its handiwork. As it noted in an accompanying footnote:
We will rely upon Comcast-NBCU's agreement to adhere to the terms of the Open Internet rules, including submission to enforcement by the Commission.
This agreement contains voluntary, enforceable commitments but is not a general statement of Commission policy and does not alter Commission precedent or bind future Commission policy or rules. 53 Without going into the merits of the 2010 Open Internet Order, Comcast's "voluntary" merger commitment in this instance represents a unique precedent in the FCC's ability to extract concessions from firms seeking a favorable disposition from the Commission. Indeed, the Commission did not merely require Comcast to promise to support (and subsequently not appeal) an FCC order with significant political implications (a common tactic inherent to FCC advocacy); rather, the Commission required a regulated entity to agree to be bound by rules even if a reviewing court subsequently overturns those regulations.
In so doing, the Commission used "voluntary" merger commitments as a way to insulate itself from potentially adverse appellate review. ( frequently involved in mergers and acquisitions-e.g., AT&T has been formally engaged in such activity for 75% of months over the last 10 years-regulation by "voluntary commitment" may be the primary and most potent form of regulatory control used by the Commission.
F. Lightsquared "Voluntary" Merger Commitment to Impose de facto Spectrum Caps
Another interesting (but less well-known) case study can be found in the FCC's disposition on Delegated Authority of the license combinations required to create the firm that is now known as "Lightsquared." There, Harbinger Capital Partners sought to acquire Mobile Satellite Service ("MSS") provider SkyTerra. 55 Although the respective Chiefs of the International Bureau, the Wireless Bureau, and the Office of Engineering and Technology raised serious concerns about the merged entity's potential dominance of the MSS market (including a finding that Harbinger had ownership positions in MSS competitor TerreStar, along with a variety of other wireless competitors), what apparently tipped the Bureau Chiefs' hands was their acceptance of the merged entity's promise to build a "4G" terrestrial (as opposed to satellite) wireless network that will provide coverage in the United States to at least 100 million people by December 31, 2012, at least 145 million people by December 31, 2013, and at least 260 million people by December 31, 2015. 56 While one can certainly see the appeal of Harbinger's offer, this was not the end of the story. As an additional "voluntary commitment," the merged entity agreed to adopt a de facto spectrum cap on two other wireless carriers uninvolved in the transaction without an opportunity for public notice and comment. 57 In particular, Harbinger first promised that, should it seek to make spectrum available "to either of the two largest terrestrial providers of CMRS and Thus, it was impossible by administrative fiat to for the public to have an opportunity to comment on Harbinger's "voluntary commitment" of a de facto spectrum cap.
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Phoenix Center for Advanced Legal and Economic Public Policy Studies www.phoenix-center.org broadband services," the merged entity would need to obtain Commission approval. Second, the merged entity would be required to live up to the buildout schedule proposed in the order. Finally, the merged entity would first obtain Commission approval before allowing traffic to the two largest terrestrial providers' accounts to amount to more than twenty five percent (25%) of SkyTerra's total traffic on its terrestrial network in any Economic Area. 58 Not only did these "voluntary commitments" have no apparent connection to any specific anticompetitive harm revealed by the Bureau Chiefs' competitive analysis, but in light of the fact that LightSquared's stated business plan is to provide wholesale capacity to retail carriers, this de facto spectrum cap seemed odd indeed. And, as noted just above, most troubling is the fact that this "voluntary" commitment was negotiated and adopted behind closed doors on the day the order was released, so that the public had no ability for notice and comment. 59 Thus, this de facto "spectrum cap" 60 illustrates that the Commission may not hesitate to use "voluntary" commitments instead of rules of general applicability to modify market structure in mobile communications by limiting access to spectrum resources by some or all incumbent firms. Also, the administrative manner in which these conditions were imposed may raise questions about the integrity of the agency's administrative process.
G. Univision Children's Television Consent Decree
In 2007, Broadcasting Media Partners sought to acquire Spanish-language broadcaster Univision Communications. Standing in the way of the transaction were petitions from both the United Church of Christ and the National Hispanic Media Coalition to deny the license renewal of two of the stations involved in the deal for allegedly failing to provide adequate children's television programming. In particular, the petitioners claimed that Univision tried to pass off various "telenovelas" as educational television. 61 
H. XM/Sirius "Voluntary" Commitment to Lease Channel Capacity to Qualified Entities
In 2007, Sirius Satellite Radio and XM Satellite Radio filed a petition to merge into a single entity which would ultimately control all of the SDARS licenses in the United States. Taking advantage of the pressure to close the deal, two public interest groups pressed the FCC to mandate some sort of leased access regime patterned after the system used in cable television. While the applicants originally opposed such proposals, they eventually capitulated and submitted a "voluntary" commitment which, among other things, committed them to enter into long-term leases or other agreements to provide, among other things, "Qualified Entity" rights to four percent (4%) of the full-time audio channels on the Sirius platform and on the XM platform, respectively (which then represented six channels on the Sirius platform and six channels on the XM platform), and to enter into such leases within four months of the consummation of the merger. 63 The Commission went on to define a "Qualified Entity" as "any entity that is majority-owned by persons who are African American, not of Hispanic origin; Asian or Pacific Islanders; American Indians or Alaskan Natives; or Hispanics." 64 According to the Commission, it was its hope that this "voluntary" commitment "addresses the concerns voiced by Media Access Project, Public Knowledge, and others [including several powerful politicians who filed letters with the Commission] who contend that the consolidation of the these "telenovelas" as something "similar to teen soap operas and not educational in nature." Chairman Martin Separate Statement, id.
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See discussion of XM/Sirius Merger, infra Section III.H. Yet, implementation of these "voluntary" commitments would prove harder than the Commission expected. After two years of intense wrangling, the Commission in 2010 finally issued an order to address the implementation details of XM/Sirius' "voluntary commitments" to lease channel capacity to Qualified Entities as a condition of the Commission's approval of the merger. Facing sound arguments about Constitutional concerns regarding the Equal Protection Clause, the Commission backed away from its use of a "raceconscious" standard fearing it would inevitably lead to litigation and "delay implementation of this important public interest benefit." 67 As such, The Commission reversed itself and adopted a definition of Qualified Entity that was unambiguously "race-neutral." 68
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In the Matter of Applications for Consent to the Transfer of Control of Licenses
I. AT&T/Direct TV Merger and the 2015 Open Internet Rules
With the D.C. Circuit's remand of the FCC's first attempt to write legally defensible net neutrality rules in Verizon FCC, 69 the Commission in May 2014 launched a proceeding to take a second bite at the apple 70 -ultimately culminating in the agency's reclassification of both wireline and wireless Internet access service as a common carrier "telecommunications" service under Title II in March 2015. Given the extreme politicization of this fight (including direct and 65 Id. at ¶ 135 and n. 442.
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It should be noted that in order to close this deal, both XM and Sirius also respectively entered into consent decrees-included as part of the Commission's merger approval order-to terminate the agency's investigations into Applicants' compliance with the Commission's regulations governing FM modulators and the terms of their authorizations for their terrestrial repeaters. As with many other consent decrees, the applicants each agreed to make a substantial "voluntary contribution" to the U.S. Treasury. Id. at Section VII. On June 1, 2014, AT&T sought Commission approval for its merger with DirecTV. However, while it was trying to convince the Commission of the merits of the transaction, at the same time AT&T vigorously fought against the Commission's efforts to reclassify broadband Internet access as a Title II common carrier. Although the Commission ultimately found no competitive problems and approved the merger of AT&T and DirecTV in July 2015 (two months after the adoption of the 2015 Open Internet Rules), the FCC nonetheless imposed a series of "conditions" that can be traced directly back to the bitter Open Internet fight. 73 Significantly, while issue bundling again occurred in this merger, it did not take its traditional form-i.e., the "voluntary" merger commitment, even though the merged entities went by the "playbook" and proposed a variety of "voluntary" conditions to curry the regulator's favor. 74 Instead, in a radical departure from past mergers (and perhaps reflecting a sensitivity to years of 71 See, e.g., L.J. Spiwak, The "Clicktivist" In Chief, The Hill (November 12, 2014) (available at: http://thehill.com/blogs/pundits-blog/technology/223744-the-clicktivist-in-chief).
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Id. at ¶ 9 (citing comments of Progress and Freedom Foundation and comments of Free State Foundation President Randolph May). 68
In the Matter of Applications for Consent to the Transfer of Control of Licenses
72
In re Application of AT&T and DirecTV for Consent to Assign or Transfer Control of Licenses and
Authorizations, MEMORANDUM OPINION AND ORDER, FCC 15-94, __ FCC Rcd __ (rel. July 28, 2015) (hereinafter "AT&T/DirecTV Order").
73
In addition to the net neutrality-related merger conditions, the Commission again took the opportunity to force a merger applicant to "make available an affordable, low-price standalone broadband service to low-income consumers in the combined entity's wireline footprint." AT&T/DirecTV Merger Order, id at ¶ 397. Unlike accepting a similar $10/month program as a "voluntary" commitment (as it did in the Comcast/NBCUniversal and AT&T/Bell South deals), however, the agency in this case reasoned that it was necessary to impose this condition on the merger in order to "ensure that a bundle of video and broadband services is not the only competitive choice for low-income subscribers who may not be able to afford bundled services" even though the Commission specifically found that "the availability of better and lower priced bundles of video and broadband service" would result from the merger. Id. As a result, just as in the AT&T/Bell South and NBC/Universal deals, the Commission used a merger proceeding to impose de facto rate regulation on retail broadband service in order to serve a favored political constituency. 74 See AT&T/DirecTV Public Interest Statement (June 11, 2014) (available at: http://licensing.fcc.gov/myibfs/download.do?attachment_key=1050160).
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Buildout Requirements to Show that Title II Does not Deter Investment
Two years prior to the transaction's announcement, AT&T indicated that it had aggressive plans to expand its fiber network across its service area dubbed "Project Velocity IP ("Project VIP"). 75 Among other plans, AT&T intended to deploy its U-Verse service using Fiber to the Premises ("FTTP") offering speeds up to 1 Gbps in up to 25 metropolitan areas. When the merger was announced, AT&T stated to the Commission that merger-related efficiencies would allow it to deploy FTTP to at least 2 million more customer locations than could be economically justified without the transaction's synergies. 76 However, while the merger review was pending, the Commission was coming under direct pressure from the White House to reverse nearly two-decades of applying a light touch to the Internet by reclassifying broadband as a Title II common carrier telecommunications service. 77 In a speech on November 12, 2014, Randall Stephenson, AT&T's CEO, announced that AT&T would pause its investments to bring fiber connections to 100 cities until the Commission resolved issues related to the Open Internet proceeding. Mr. Stephenson was quoted as saying, "We can't go out and invest that kind of money deploying fiber to 100 cities not knowing under what rules those investments will be governed." 78 Mr.
Stephenson's message to the Commission was clear: if the Commission proceeds with reclassification, then investment will decline. http://www.att.com/gen/pressroom?pid=23506&cdvn=news&newsarticleid=35661&mapcode=).
76
AT&T/DirecTV Order, supra n. 72 at ¶ ¶ 316-318. 77 Spiwak, supra n. 71. Immediately after Mr. Stephenson's speech, on November 14, 2014, the Commission sent a letter to AT&T requesting an explanation of AT&T's statement. Given that it still needed to have the Commission approve its merger, AT&T walked itself back from the cliff, noting that it was not limiting its FTTP deployment to 2 million homes and that, in fact, it plans to complete its previously announced FTTP expansion in 25 major metropolitan areas nationwide. AT&T stated, however, that the uncertainty regarding regulatory treatment of broadband "makes it prudent to pause consideration of any further investments-beyond those discussed … AT&T simply cannot evaluate additional investment beyond its existing commitments until the regulatory treatment of broadband service is clarified." 79
In an apparent retaliation to Mr. Stephenson's shot across the bow regarding Title II reclassification, the Commission imposed a rather unique condition upon the merger. Finding that AT&T would have a disincentive to deploy FTTP after the merger for fear that it would "cannibalize" its revenues from DirecTV, the Commission imposed a stringent FTTP buildout requirement as a condition of the merger. However, this buildout requirement was not limited to the additional 2 million customers that the merger's synergies would allow AT&T to pay for such additional construction, but to AT&T's previously announced 2012 plans to add a total of 12.5 million customer locations. 80 Significantly, the Commission required AT&T to meet this buildout requirement within four years. 81 In so doing, assuming the Commission's 2015 Open Internet Order withstands judicial scrutiny, the agency now has a guaranteed political talking point four years hence that Title II does not deter infrastructure investment.
A "Second Bite" at the 2015 Open Internet Rules
As noted above, on March 12, 2015 the Commission released its controversial 2015 Open Internet Rules, and three months later it approved the merger of AT&T and DirecTV.
Although the Commission did not require a Comcast/NBCUniversal-type requirement that the merged entity adhere to the 2015 Open Internet Rules even if they are eventually thrown out in court, the agency nonetheless used the opportunity to impose on the merged entity a variety of regulatory requirements that the Commission could have imposed in 79 AT&T/DirecTV Order, supra n. 72 at ¶ 343. 
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For example, in its 2015 Open Internet Order, the Commission could have, but specifically chose not to, ban data caps. However, to prevent AT&T post-merger from using such practices "to hinder the development of third-party [over-thetop video providers] as a competitive option to its own offerings", the Commission imposed as a condition of the merger a requirement that the "combined entity … refrain from discriminatory usage-based allowance practices for its fixed broadband Internet access service." 82 If data caps are really so bad, however, then the Commission should have applied this prohibition industrywide.
Similarly, interconnection was also off the table in the Commission's 2015 Open Internet Order. 83 However, finding that the transaction "increases the risk that the combined entity will use interconnection agreements to limit competing online video content and OVDs", the Commission concluded that the "future disclosure of such agreements to the Commission are necessary to address the increased risk of anticompetitive practices by the combined entity." As such, as a condition of the merger, the Commission took the unprecedented step of requiring the merged entity to disclose all of its interconnection agreements to the Commission for four years after closing." 84 But the Commission did not stop there. In addition to forcing the merged entity to file all of its interconnection agreements with the Commission for four years after closing, the Commission also required as a condition of the merger that AT&T retain-at its own expense-both an internal company compliance This government-mandated surveillance is entirely unnecessary and is just another step towards putting the FCC at the core of the Internet. It has been said that the Commission's Title II order makes the FCC the referee on the field, ready to throw the flag whenever a broadband service provider does something that it doesn't like. This condition goes beyond that and injects the FCC into the huddle, monitoring a team's play calling. Legal and Economic Public Policy Studies www.phoenix-center.org officer and an independent, external compliance officer that will report and monitor the combined entity's compliance with the various conditions imposed by this order. 85 As Commissioner Pai argued in his dissent, such an "extraordinary" condition establishes a dangerous precedent. I have little doubt that when we consider future transactions, there will be calls for future applicants to accept Independent Compliance Officers as a condition of approval.
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Virtually any transaction involving companies we regulate could result in the injection of a Commission-selected solon with vast powers. Governmentapproved monitors placed throughout the communications industry would represent a pernicious intrusion into the affairs of private businesses and a dramatic expansion of the Commission's authority. 86
IV. An Economic Analysis of Issue Bundling
While representing only a tiny part of the regulatory activity at the FCC, the examples above reveal that regulation today often does not fit the noncooperative or principal-agent type models typically found in the economic analysis of regulation. Instead, regulation involves bargaining between the regulator and the regulated firms across multiple issues. 87 In some cases, this bundling of issues binds firms to actions that could be beyond the Commission's authority (or its patience) to implement in the normal way. Given the widespread practice of issue bundling and the bargaining nature of modern regulation, it seems natural to investigate the practice in the context of a bargaining game. Of course, not all regulatory decisions involve issue bundling,
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AT&T/DirecTV Order, supra n. 72 at ¶ 149.
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Id., Dissent of Commissioner Pai.
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A more complex model could involve Congress, or even the Executive Branch (see, e.g., L.J. Spiwak, The "Clicktivist" In Chief, THE HILL (November 12, 2014) (available at: http://thehill.com/blogs/pundits-blog/technology/223744-the-clicktivist-in-chief) (observing that rather than provide a detailed proposal on how a Title II "Lite" regime might work, the White House instead opted to foment a "clicktivist" campaign to politically pressure an independent administrative agency); G.S. Ford and L.J. Spiwak, Lessons Learned from the U.S. Unbundling Experience, PHOENIX CENTER POLICY PAPER NO. 45 (June 2013) (noting how the George. H.W. Bush Administration refused to seek certiorari at the Supreme Court of the D.C. Circuit's ruling in USTA II, thus effectively ending the unbundling paradigm contained in the Telecommunications Act of 1996) (available at: http://www.phoenix-center.org/pcpp/PCPP45Final.pdf). [Number 49 Phoenix Center for Advanced Legal and Economic Public Policy Studies www.phoenix-center.org and not all instances of issue bundling are intended to test or surpass the authority of the regulator. Nevertheless, issue bundling occurs frequently enough, and occurs regularly when the stakes are high, to warrant further attention.
Bargaining when multiple issues are relevant to the welfare of the involved parties has been analyzed in the economics literature in several ways. Most analysis to date adopts the non-cooperative, alternating-offer set-up. 88 Particular interest focuses on the roles of time preference and the nature of informational imperfection on the resulting equilibria.
Often, the construction of the "agenda"-i.e., the order in which issues are addressed-is a significant component of agent strategy. Although the variation in approaches adopted to date make generalizations hazardous, it is safe to say that, in general, combining multiple issues into a single contracting procedure affects the outcomes when compared to atomistic negotiation. In the literature there are at least two distinct senses in which one can speak of multiple issues affecting the results of bargaining: issues can be formally tied (so, for example, the outcome of one bargain affects the payoffs from a subsequent bargain), or agent behavior in one bargaining session might be informative, causing other agents to update their beliefs in later rounds. Coconi and Perroni (2002) consider multilateral negotiations in an international economic context, and examine the incentives for actors to introduce "linkages" between different issues of mutual concern. They envision a two-stage game in which nations can make binding commitments of certain sorts in the first stage, and then behave non-cooperatively in stage 2. They find that issue tie-ins sometimes, but not always, affect outcomes. P. Conconi and C. Perroni, Issue Linkage and Issue Tie-in in Multilateral Negotiations, 57 JOURNAL OF INTERNATIONAL ECONOMICS 423-447 (2002) . The incentives of agents to act so that bundling of issues arises endogenously is examined by Inderst (2000), and it is found that, given the incentive structure of his non-cooperative bargaining protocol, bundling of issues is an expected result. R. Inderst In this PAPER, we adopt the cooperative bargaining approach to analyzing regulation. This is a conscious and consequential choice. In the traditional economic modeling of regulation, regulators either act as principals (who have goals and view firm recalcitrance as a form of constraint on their ability to pursue them), or, more generally, regulation is viewed as a non-cooperative game between regulator and regulated. However, the current understanding in game theory stresses the underlying unity of the cooperative and noncooperative scenarios: associated with any non-cooperative game is an extension that incorporates the ability of coalitions of players to coordinate their strategies. In the "real world" of regulation, the conflicting interests of the regulator and the regulated exists within a legal environment in which binding contracts are available. Although previously quite rare, legal agreements in the form of "voluntary commitments" between the regulator and the firm are now extremely common, though we suspect more informal agreements have been around for some time. We believe this evolution in regulation toward more formal contractual bargains is among the most important developments in the last two decades, and bargaining over such binding agreements is naturally modeled as a cooperative bargaining game. We believe the cooperative bargaining game is also useful for analyzing regulation more generally, even in cases where issues are bundled in a less formal and less explicit way (including the use of Consent Decrees, which are a somewhat modern approach to regulatory enforcement).
Perhaps the papers of most immediate technical relevance to the present article are those of Ponsati and Watson (1997) and Peters (1985) . 90 Ponsati and Watson, in particular, provide a detailed description of the geometry underlying two-issue cooperative bargaining games and provide a strong justification for our use of the Nash bargaining solution for our analysis. 91 In particular, the Nash solution is the only one that satisfies a form of agenda independence (so the order in which individual issues is resolved is irrelevant under sequential schemes) for games in which the bargaining sets for multiple issue bargaining are obtained through addition of the individual issue bargaining sets, a procedure examined by Peters (1985) . Utility and Bargaining, 17 ECONOMICS LETTERS 219-22 (1985) .
91
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A. A Simple Model
As our primary goal is to illustrate the regulatory consequences of the growing practice of multi-issue negotiation, particularly as practiced recently at the FCC, we will specify the most parsimonious model which captures the contemplated effects. We intend only to lay the groundwork for research on this complex issue. Thus, we make the following simplifying assumptions:
A1.
There are two agents, a profit-maximizing firm F and a politically-controlled regulator R;
A2. There are two structurally unrelated issues, X and Y, over which bargaining will occur;
A3.
Payoffs for a joint bargaining outcome are identified as the sum of the payoffs from the individual issues resolved in the joint bargain; and A4.
The outcome of bargaining is described by the Nash axioms. Thus, all bargaining solutions will be Pareto optimal, invariant to affine transformations of utility, and so on.
We go further with some additional simplifications motivated by the particular nature of the relationship being analyzed. In particular, we will interpret the firm's payoffs as profits. In contrast, the regulator R will have somewhat more complex preferences, reflecting the political nature of regulation.
There are two structurally-unrelated bargains, X and Y. Let x denote the relevant variable in bargain X. In keeping with the traditional approach of analyzing economic regulation, we interpret x as an index measuring how close the outcome is to the perfectly competitive outcome (e.g., zero economic profit). Thus, x = 1 denotes a completely competitive outcome, while x = 0 denotes the most preferred outcome of the for-profit firm (e.g., the monopoly profit). We can therefore take the payoffs of the players in bargain X to be given by:
where U F is the firm's and U R the regulator's payoff (or utility). Hence, the firm's most favored outcome is x equal to zero (indicating a monopoly profit of 1), and the regulator most favored outcome in X is x equal to 1 (indicating the competitive profit of 0).
We do not envision our problem, however, as solely one involving an argument over the level of profits (and, along the Pareto frontier, consumer
Fall 2015] surplus). Rather, the regulator, being a political actor with a mandate from the legislature and leadership appointed by the executive, has preferences over one issue which cannot be described quite so easily. We will assume, in fact, that for bargain Y the outcome variable y produces utility for the regulator R according to the function y  , where 0 <  < 1. The regulator's payoffs are non-linear and concave. Thus, payoffs for issue Y with resolution y are:
This particular formulation of the regulator's payoff in bargain Y creates a different marginal rate of substitution for the regulator and the firm. The firm is concerned only with profit, a condition that justifies the simple linear payoff. In contrast, the regulator's interest in issue Y is not simply about profit (as it is for X), but is more nuanced. Bargain Y represents a more politically-sensitive issue. The curvature of the regulator's payoff function indicates that the regulator gains value very rapidly for relatively small sacrifices of the firm's profit level. 92 The marginal value for the regulator diminishes rapidly as the value of y becomes larger. We can potentially think about Y as involving issues like the geographic ubiquity of service or low-income support. Settlements of politically-sensitive enforcement issues may also fall under such a structure. Consequently, the marginal rates of substitution across values of y will differ between the regulator and the firm in that the firm cares only about profit but the regulator may have other concerns. Our chosen specification is a simple one that permits that difference. 93 From the firm's point-of-view, payoffs are most naturally seen as profits. Profits, of course, are simply additive so the firm, in principle, would trade a dollar of profit from one market or activity for a dollar of profit from another. This one-to-one substitution, however, clearly cannot apply to the regulator: a change in the profit the firm earns in one market cannot be offset by an opposite change in another. This is because the regulator has concerns above and beyond firm profit, such as consumers' surplus or the like, and such surplus is not linear in profits. The present formulation, which introduces this nonlinearity only in one market, is merely the simplest example possible of this general fact.
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For example, in the Madison River case (infra Section III.B), the FCC reaped the sizeable benefit of an unchallengeable action on "network neutrality" while the company incurred a fine of only $15,000.
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There are other specifications that would do the same. Legal and Economic Public Policy Studies www.phoenix-center.org 
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Separate Bargains
We begin by noting that the Nash bargaining outcomes for the individual issues X and Y are easily obtained as those values x s * and y s * that maximize the Nash products which, with zero disagreement payoffs, are just:
The resulting utilities from X and Y are given by:
Notice that the solution to the Y issue bargain depends on the parameter  for both the regulator and the regulated. We note that this formulation has two simple consequences. First, the fractional exponent enters a degree of curvature to the regulator's payoff in regards to issue Y. Second, except at the extreme values of 0 or 1, y  exceeds y for any value of . These two factors allow the firm to extract more than a half-unit of payoff from the bargain over issue Y. Further, the firm extracts a larger payoff than the regulator. The curvature in the regulator's payoff for issue Y places him at a disadvantage in the bargain over this isolated issue. Although a very simple formulation of payoffs, this specification introduces the variation in payoff evaluation that produces significantly different results when the issues X and Y are bundled.
The Joint Bargain
We turn next to the joint bargaining problem. Our normalization of firm profits across the two issues implies here that each issue is of equal potential importance to the firm. For example, if X and Y reflect different markets subject to price regulation or forbearance, then these markets are of identical potential profitability. However, the regulator, by design, does not regard these two issues are essentially identical. Bargain Y, as we have discussed, might represent regulation in regards to a politically sensitive issue.
In the joint bargaining problem (indicated by subscript J), the players have payoffs given by:
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We note immediately that the joint solutions in Expression (7) do not correspond in general to the individual bargaining outcomes in Expression (3), a result in keeping with most previous models of joint bargaining. However, consistent with intuition and of some importance for what follows, we see that the joint bargain in issue X, x J , depends on  unlike in the individual case. Thus, even though the issues X and Y are logically independent, bargaining over both together causes the nature of the Y bargaining problem to "spill over" into the X bargaining problem. Given the discussion in the prior section, we may say that the concern over low-income Internet adoption has spilled over into a media merger, for example.
Welfare Effects
We turn finally to the welfare consequences of the joint bargain. Because we envision a regulator who may entertain politically-driven evaluations of outcomes (i.e., R may care about issues that are not identically identified with surplus or profit calculations), we cannot really speak of "social welfare" in this context. The utilities of the firm and the regulator cannot be simply added together to obtain an aggregate utility. However, we may certainly evaluate the welfare of the individual actors from their own points-of-view.
Denoting the welfare of the parties under the joint bargain as R J * and F J * for the regulator and firm, respectively, we obtain the result:
Note that the welfare of both parties is driven to "equality" in the joint bargain. Importantly, Expression (8) reveals that the distinct disadvantage of the regulator caused by the curvature in the Y issue payoff is neutralized by combining the X issue into the bargain. The equal footing that the firm and the regulator have on the X issue forces the payoffs to be equal in the joint bargain. The first-order condition on x for the joint Nash product generates the necessary condition of equal payoffs: R J * = F J * .
In this model, the firm enjoys greater welfare overall when the issues are bargained separately, i.e., it suffers in the relative welfare sense from bundling of the negotiations into a single agreement. For example, when  = 1/ 2 , we have U F = 7/ 6 from Expression (4) while from Expression (8) we have F J * = 9/ 8 ≤ 7/ 6 . The firm prefers separate bargains. The opposite conclusion is reached in the case of the regulator since from Expressions (5) and (8) we have R J * > U R . Hence, the regulator unambiguously prefers that the separate issues be bundled together and that a single "grand bargain" be struck. The joint bargain eliminates the disadvantage that the regulator has due to the curvature in his issue Y payoff, and creates an averaging effect in terms of the payoff of the firm and the regulator.
This averaging effect is illustrated in Figure 1 , where the payoffs of the firm and regulator are measured on the vertical and  on the horizontal axes. As our analysis revealed at Expressions (4) and (5), when the two issues are resolved independently, the utility of the regulator, U R , and the utility of the firm U F , are different and the firm has a higher payoff (over all but the boundary values of ). With issue bundling, in contrast, Expression (8) shows that the payoffs are the same for the firm and the regulator at R J . For the firm, bundling reduces its payoff from U F to R J while for the regulator the payoff rises from U R to R J . Plainly, in this scenario, the regulator is better off and the firm worse off under issue bundling. Phoenix Center for Advanced Legal and Economic Public Policy Studies www.phoenix-center.org The impact of issue bundling can also be seen by examining the equilibrium outcomes for the two issues. Figure 2 illustrates the change in the issue outcomes due to joint bargaining. Consider once again the computationally simple example of  equal to one-half. When the two issues are bargained over separately, issue X reaches the balanced outcome of Y is achieved at relatively small levels of sacrifice for the firm, thus making the regulator willing to make further sacrifices on issue Y in order to achieve larger gains on issue X.
An analogy may help clarify the theoretical analysis. Imagine a professional baker and his brother engaged in two bargains. In the first bargain, the two brothers will split a stack of money and both value money the same. In the second, the two will split a blueberry pie. For the baker, each piece of pie can be sold for, say, $5 each, so his preference for pie is linear: the value of n pieces of pie retained by him is $5n. His brother, however, values pie only in its eating, and is easily satiated with just a few pieces. The brother's preferences are thus non-linear. (Here, the brother plays the role of the regulator since his preferences are non-linear.) If the bargains are separate, then the money is split evenly (in a Nash Bargain) and the brother only asks for, say, three pieces of pie which is more than he'll likely finish. When the two bargains are bundled, however, the brother will take only two pieces of pie in exchange for a greater share of the Phoenix Center for Advanced Legal and Economic Public Policy Studies www.phoenix-center.org money, since the third slice provided only a small benefit. The baker-brother is willing to take the deal, since the pie has market value unrelated to his personal consumption of pie.
B. Generalizations
The specification of the model used to demonstrate the consequences of issue bundling can be generalized in several ways without affecting our basic conclusions. Perhaps the most important generalization involves altering the payoff to the regulator to introduce nonlinearity in both issues. For example, we might take the regulator's payoffs to be x  and y  for example, where, with no loss of generality, we may take 1 >  >  > 0. Thus, the regulator's preferences are more complex than those of the firm (which cares, by assumption, only about profits) in both issues.
In this case, closed-form solutions for the joint bargain are not available, and the problem must instead be solved for numerically using a computer. However, such analysis shows that this sort of complication has no qualitative effect on the results: so long as  > θ, then the bargain over the outcome indexed by "x" plays much the same role as under linearity, and the relatively higher marginal value of y at low levels for the regulator again results in "horse trading" so that the regulator benefits by bundling issues, and we again observe lower y values and greater x values when comparing the joint to the separate bargaining outcomes. For example, if  = 0.75,  = 0.50, the single bargain solutions are x = 0.429 and y = 0.33. Moving to the joint bargain, x = 0.467 and y = 0.304, repeating the pattern observed previously. Thus, the nature of this analysis does not in any way depend on linearity of one of the regulator's two payoffs.
C. Caveats and Possible Extensions
The simple model analyzed here has the virtue of making clear that issue bundling can benefit one party, while reducing the welfare of the other. It is plausible that the regulator will often be the beneficiary, but this is by no means certain. However, it is likely that the regulator will perhaps have more influence on whether issues are bundled than would be the firm. If that is so, then one would expect multilateral agreements to arise primarily in those cases in which the regulator benefits from the bundle vis-à-vis several atomistic bargains. This implies, in turn, that a complex but potentially large change in the relative levels of influence of the main players in the regulation game has occurred, and it has occurred not by statute, but almost by accident.
We need to stress that the particular findings regarding the differential desirability of bundling negotiation examined here are quite parochial. [Number 49
V. Conclusions and Policy Considerations
Regulation is one of the basic mechanisms whereby society seeks efficient and equitable outcomes in areas of great public importance. Traditionally, though, the economic study of regulation in the United States has developed under either from a "command and control" orientation, in which the public authority polices misconduct by private agents, or a "Capture Theory" approach, in which the regulator is an agent of the regulated. 94 Yet, among the most important evolutions in some U.S. regulatory practice is the growing incidence of negotiated resolutions of multiple regulatory issues, clearly demonstrating, in contrast to these earlier approaches to modeling regulation, that both the regulator and the regulated have power (though perhaps unequal). Regulation involves a bargain. Indeed, the regulatory record, at least at the FCC, illustrates the importance of cooperative scenarios in the regulatory process. In fact, all regulatory outcomes that are not litigated can, in some sense, be regarded as bargains.
Empirical evidence and casual observation suggests that bargaining is increasing in importance, and nothing suggests this trend will reverse itself soon. This development may be among the most important innovations in regulation in many years. As a general matter, this trend is perhaps one that should be applauded though, as usual, the "devil is in the details." Because of the complexity of regulation and the numerous proceedings large firms might engage in nearly simultaneously, there is a profound risk that negotiations, which are far less public than ordinary contested proceedings or rulemaking, will swell to encompass numerous matters surrounding the most critical current issue. As such, this phenomenon also makes it more difficult for the legislature to achieve its aims.
Although we did not look closely at other regulatory agencies where firms are heavily engaged (e.g., the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission, the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau, the Securities and Exchange Commission, the Environmental Protection Agency, etc.), we suspect the 94 Capture theory is a form of a principal-agent model, except the regulated firm is considered the principal and the regulator the agent. See, e.g One option is to draft legislation specifically designed to curtail such behavior. For example, House Energy and Commerce Sub-Committee Chairman Greg Walden attempted to introduce legislation to amend the Communications Act to codify current case law which requires the FCC to limit its conditioning authority to remedying only merger-related harms, but the bill also included measures that would likely exacerbate the problem (e.g., a softening of Sunshine rules). 96 Significant strengthening of the Commission's now loose ex parte rules would probably help, perhaps shedding light on what are now mostly backroom dealings. Making the bargaining process more pubic-like the FCC-supervised ENFIA negotiations between AT&T and MCI during the late 1970's-may also constrain the FCC from acting on its political temptations. 97 As U.S. Supreme Court Justice Louis Brandeis pointedly observed, "If the broad light of day could be let in upon men's actions, it would purify them as the sun disinfects." 98 However, as demonstrated in the AT&T/DirecTV case study supra, the FCC may bundle issues through formal conditions ostensibly designed to remedy mergerspecific harms.
Along the same vein, to restore the crucial role of precedent and increase regulatory certainty, Congress could take steps to amend the Administrative Procedure Act to constrict the current broad legal standard under which agencies may easily change policy direction. 99 Indeed, discussed in more detail in a moment, long-term private investment will likely suffer unless there are 95 See supra n. See, e.g., FCC v. Fox Television Stations, 556 U.S. 502, 515-16 (2009) (To change policy, an administrative agency need only provide a "reasoned explanation … for disregarding facts and circumstances that underlay or were engendered by the prior policy." An administrative agency "need not demonstrate to a court's satisfaction that the reasons for the new policy are better than the reasons for the old one; it suffices that the new policy is permissible under the statute, that there are good reasons for it, and that the agency believes it to be better, which the conscious change of course adequately indicates. This means that the agency need not always provide a more detailed justification than what would suffice for a new policy created on a blank slate.") [Number 49 Phoenix Center for Advanced Legal and Economic Public Policy Studies www.phoenix-center.org substantive restraints on the discretion of the regulator and the regulatory system as a whole.
Another option is for Congress to use its oversight authority more aggressively to expose improper issue bundling. If, after investigation, Congress finds that an agency has inappropriately engaged in issue bundling, then Congress may use its appropriation power to reign in the agency.
Finally, Congress could reduce the overall regulatory burden on the American economy, thereby reducing the scope of issues that could be bundled and the opportunities to do so. 100 Still, the evidence from the FCC reveals that the breadth of issues that may be bundled-sometimes "voluntarily" by the regulated firm-are not limited by the statutory boundaries on the agency's authority. Regulation, in some respects, may be slipping out of the control of Congress, and we should expect a response. As the Commission continues to push the envelope of issue bundling, the agency provides its critics continued ammunition that it remains unfit to regulate an industry of immense economic and social significance.
In all, it appears that the growing practice of negotiated resolutions of multiple regulatory matters has brought us into a new and largely uncharted phase in public policy, at least in telecommunications. We should not let these developments go unexamined, and, in particular, we should consider the wisdom and probable practical effects of the current practice. Any such investigation will be difficult, though, because bargaining takes place outside of the eyes of Congress and the public. But difficulty is no excuse for complacency.
From the legal point-of-view, the bundling of issues is very problematic because of its effect on the value of precedent. Firms require some sense of what to expect in particular proceedings, and precedent of prior Commission decisionmaking provides exactly such a guide. However, as the use of "issue bundling" continues to rise at the FCC, the value of past precedent may be sharply attenuated because every outcome is a result of a cooperative bargain under the facts of each case. And, by extension, if the Commission increasingly believes that it is not bound by its prior precedent in cases involving cooperative bargaining with the regulated entity, then the Commission will inevitably (and Phoenix Center for Advanced Legal and Economic Public Policy Studies www.phoenix-center.org we submit already has) become increasingly comfortable with abandoning precedent (and, by extension, become less inclined to be constrained by caselaw and statutory language) even in cases which do not involve any bundling of issues. 101 From the economic and financial perspective, of all the myriad ways that regulation can fail, the lack of credibility of the regulator-its inability to keep its word and follow its own precedent-is perhaps the most important. Indeed, regulatory credibility is key to a firm's investment decisions. Participating in the provision of communications services requires large fixed and sunk investments whose returns are realized only sporadically over long periods. If firms and investors fear expropriation of returns by a regulator unable to commit to its policies, however, then investment will be severely curtailed. 102 Given the Commission's mandate in Section 706 to "encourage the deployment on a reasonable and timely basis of advanced telecommunications capability to all Americans," the FCC must guard what credibility it has left to maintain investor confidence. 103 Phoenix Center for Advanced Legal and Economic Public Policy Studies www.phoenix-center.org Yet, perhaps most importantly, the public must have confidence in the integrity of its government's institutions. Without regulatory credibility, the "rule of law" and "due process" have no meaning. For that reason alone, the increased use of "issue bundling" in the modern regulatory state merits greater attention and study.
